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BUSINESS MISSION OF NIZHNY NOVGOROD ENTERPRISES TO TURKISH REPUBLIC 
 

PROFILES OF PARTICIPANTS 
 

It. Company 
Name, Site Company Profile Company Request for 

Partnership 
Participant Name, 

Position 
Potential Partner Features 

1 LitPromGarant, 
LLC 
www.reg-
prom.com 
Tel.: 8 (950) 612 
77 77 
ceo.rpc@mail.ru 

Manufacture and sale of 
metal hardware, incl. non-
standard fasteners. 

The company is looking for 
partners (purchase and delivery) 
for further cooperation in the 
production and supply of metal 
hardware. 

Sorokin Oleg, 
commercial director 

*Manufacturer of terminals, contacts for automobile wires (photo # 2) 
*Manufacturer of quick-release fittings (photo # 3) 
*Manufacturers of car seats 
*Manufacturers of standard fasteners (GOST, DIN) 
*Manufacturers of household appliances 
*Manufacturers of bath and kitchen accessories (photo # 4) 
*Manufacturers of motor vehicle instrument panels 
*Manufacturers of hinges for motor vehicle doors 
*Manufacturers of limiters for motor vehicle doors 
*Die casting of non-ferrous metal plants 
 
The company is reading willing to consider a proposal to establish 
a joint venture  in Russia. 

2 PROMAVTO 
GROUP, LLC 
www.promavto.ne
t www.pelican-
van.com 
Tel.: 8 (831) 462-
16-15 ext. 102 
vev@promavto.ne
t 

1.Production of special 
vehicles  
(mobile workshops; 
(mobile laboratories; 
- crew change buses; 
- any van based motor 
vehicles); 
2.Production of 
commercial machinery 
(isothermal vans and 
refrigerated vans) 
3.Production of modular 
containers 

Searching for partners 
supplying/purchasing products, 
and for cooperative collaboration 

Andrey Ambarov, 
General Director  
 

1. Suppliers of: fixtures, rolled metal, car seats 
2. Manufacturers of special 

vehicles, refrigerated trucks for cooperative collaboration 
3. State structures (analogues of the Russian Ministry of Internal 

Affairs and the Ministry for Emergency Situations), enterprises of 
the fuel and energy sector, railway transport companies and 
utilities sector using special vehicles 

4. Manufacturers of food products, logistics companies and retailers 
using isothermal vans and refrigerators in their logistics. 

3. Region  
Production  
Company, LLC 
www.reg-
prom.com 
Tel.: 8 (950) 612 
77 77 
ceo.rpc@mail.ru 

Realization of glutinous 
and sealing materials and 
technologies for industrial 
application; auto 
components. 
The company is 
specialised in the 
implementation, 
improvement and reliable 

The company is looking for 
manufacturers of auto 
components, sheet and 
engineering plastics as well as 
adhesives and sealant 
technologies (polyurethanes and 
ms polymers) to promote in the 
Russian market 

Andrey Sokolov 
Managing Partner 
Sergey Aksenov 
Deputy director 

Industries: automotive components, adhesive and sealing technologies 
(polyurethanes and ms-polymers). 
Manufacturer, seriously considering the Russian market for high-
quality distribution of their products or production localization. 
 
Possible forms of cooperation: procurement, representation of 
interests in the Russian Federation, joint venture. 
 
We are interested in engaging Turkey Partners and distributing their 

http://www.reg-prom.com/
http://www.reg-prom.com/
http://www.promavto.net/
http://www.promavto.net/
http://www.pelican-van.com/
http://www.pelican-van.com/
mailto:vev@promavto.net
mailto:vev@promavto.net
http://www.reg-prom.com/
http://www.reg-prom.com/
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delivery of ready-made 
solutions, technologies and 
materials, used by car 
assembly plants and 
manufacturers of small-
scale commercial vehicles, 
in dealers’ selling and 
service centres, also in 
woodworking, printing and 
packaging. 

1. Glue and sealing 
technologies of 
construction assembly; 

2. Construction paste-in 
and automobile glass 
repair; 

3. Evaporation and  classic  
vibro- and noise 
insulation; 

4. Complex anticorrosion 
protection; 

5.  Constructional plastics 
and floor coverings; 

6. Tone and armor films; 
7. Glue technologies and 

solutions for 
woodworking, printing 
and packaging. 
 

products, we are also willing to arrange cooperative localization of 
manufacture in Russia. 
  
 

 Company 
“TEKS”, LLC 
http://www.tex
-filter.ru 
tex-
nnov@mail.ru 

Production of industrial 
filters for dust and gas 
cleaning systems, 
aspiration and ventilation, 
and filtration of liquids 
(more than 120 names of 
industrial filters): 
- filters for ventilation and 
air conditioning systems: 
-Pocket Filters - Bag 
Filters: G3-G4-F5-F6-F7-
F8-F9 Efficiency (EN 
779); 
- Panel Filters - G3-G4-F5 
Efficiency (EN 779); 
- filter hoses for aspiration 
plants - Filtering Bags; 
  - bag filters for filtering 
any kind of liquids 

The company is looking for: 
1. Manufacturers of air filters for 
ventilation; 
2. Manufacturers of plastic 
components for the production of 
air filters (profiles and clamps for 
filter frames); 
3. Manufacturers of filter 
materials. 

Oleg Zaulin, director 
Uriy Belyakin, deputy 
director 

The following companies are interesting for cooperation: 
-producers of plastic profiles for the production of frames; 
- plastic frames manufacturers; 
 - manufacturers of components for the production of ventilation filters 
(pocket, cassette, HEPA, etc.); 
- manufacturers of high-temperature air filters; 
The manufacturer of needle-punched nonwoven  filter materials. 

http://www.tex-filter.ru/
http://www.tex-filter.ru/
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(analogues EATON, FSI, 
HAYWARD) 

5. Velam-Rus, LLC 
www.velam-
rus.ru/ 
 

Development, production 
and supply of 
technological synthetic 
materials throughout 
Russia and near abroad. 

The company requested a meeting 
with Turkish producers phenolic 
felt. 

Alexey Okhotnikov, 
Development Director. 

Manufacturers of phenolic felt. 
Manufacturers of technical nonwovens. 

6. “Mechanical 
engineering 
scientific and 
research 
enterprise 
(NIPOM)” OJSC 
www.nipom.ru 
 
Tel.: 8 (8313) 
243868 
Pom.dir@nipom.
ru 

Development and 
production of a wide range 
of electrical equipment for 
generating, receiving, 
converting and distributing 
electricity; comprehensive 
solutions for power supply 
systems various industrial 
sectors enterprises, urban 
and transport 
infrastructure, electric grid 
facilities and generating 
companies 

We are interested in companies 
engaged in energy supply 
engineering or electrical 
engineering (technologies for 
electrical equipment, alternative 
energy sources) 
• NIPOM offers: 5 to 50 kW 

electrical systems for 
generating, receiving, 
converting and distributing 
electric power, self-
contained power supply for 
remote and residential 
objects, controlling 
electrical installations, 
guaranteed DC power 
supply, energy saving and 
increasing the stability of 
synchronous mode 

• supplies to NIPOM of low-
voltage distribution 
switchboards, wind turbine 
generators up to 50 kW, 
solar batteries, 
electrochemical generators 
up to 50 kW, outsourcing of 
sheet steel parts 
manufacture. 

Vadim Kuzmin, 
operations director 

Interested in: 
1. Manufacturers of 5 to 50 kW electrochemical generators 
2. Manufacturers of release units for low-voltage distribution 

switchboards 
3. Manufacturers of release units and other systems for modules of 

low-voltage distribution switchboards 
4. Manufacturers of butt connectors for modules of low-voltage 

distribution switchboards 
Offer: 
Supply of electricity generation systems based on alternative energy. 
 
(For more details, see the appendix NIPOM). 

 

http://www.velam-rus.ru/
http://www.velam-rus.ru/
http://www.nipom.ru/
mailto:Pom.dir@nipom.ru
mailto:Pom.dir@nipom.ru

